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EDITORIAL
By Johanna Nyman, President of the European Youth Forum

YO!Fest grows 
together! 

In 2015 YO!Fest was back in 
Brussels and, in partnership with 
the Millennium Youth Project and 
in the context of the European 
Youth Week, this year’s YO!Fest 

really did help young people, 
youth organisations and 
politicians to “grow together”. 

With a special focus on 
development and social 
inclusion YO!Fest 2015 explored 

how development can happen, 
not just in continents far away 
from here, but also at societal, 
community and even at the 
personal level. 

In my time at the Youth Forum I 
had already experienced three 
previous YO!Fests, but this year 
it was different for me and as 
President of the European Youth 

Forum, I had a real sense of  
pride to see our members, youth 
organisations and young people 
raise up their voice through 
the debates, workshops and 
activities at YO!Fest. And, set in 
the very heart of the European 
Union on the doorstep on the 
European Parliament – what 
better way to have politicians 
hear that voice loud and clear! 
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7000 young people, youth 
organisations representatives and 
other civil society partners, as 
well as people from Belgium and 
beyond gathered in Brussels for the 
6th edition of YO!Fest, the annual 
youth festival organised by the 
European Youth Forum. This political 
festival with debates, workshops 
and music was once again 
organised outside the symbolic 
places of the European Institutions - 
on the Esplanade of the European 
Parliament on 6th May. The festival 
is the biggest and key event hosted 
by the Youth Forum in order to 
showcase its member organisations 
and their activities to the broad 
public.

Did you know…?
The “YO!Fest” name comes from the YO!Mag (Youth Opinion), which is the 
magazine of the platform of youth organisations in Europe, going since 1980.

yo!fest 20151)



In 2014 the YO!Fest moved 
the to Strasbourg to join forces 
with the European Parliament 
in mobilising young people for 
the European Elections at the 
European Youth Event.

In 2012 the festival pushed 
for the endorsement by the 
Institutions of a European 
Charter for Quality Internships 
and Apprenticeships (Intern 
Action Day).

The YO!Fest 2013 was held in 
the frame of the European 

Youth Week and marked the 
time of youth claiming to 

become the main actors of 
the re-launch of European 

democracy. In 2013 the 
League of Young Voters was 

launched as a mobilisation 
campaign for the European 

Elections, and the festival 
celebrated 25 Years of EU 

Programmes for Youth.
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This year’s theme encompassed 
growth, youth and 
development. The theme 
encapsulated the idea that 
development is about all of us, 
it is about youth organisations, 
it is about communities and 
society, from the local to the 
national to the European level! 
Development is not something 
that should focus only on 

YO!FEST 2015: “Europe and its youth 
can GROW TOGETHER in our diverse 
and inclusive society.”

countries in faraway continents, 
but is happening every day, close 
to home.  It is about building 
bridges and connecting people 
and it is what the Youth Forum’s 
members, youth organisations, 
are doing every day. It is about 
building an inclusive and caring 
society, for its young people and 
ultimately for all.

2014

2010

2011

2012

2013

In 2011 it celebrated 
young volunteers and 
called for a European 
Charter on the Rights 

of Volunteers (II 
Youth Convention on 

Volunteers).

In 2010 the YO!Fest asked 
the European Union to set 
up a structured dialogue 
with youth.

YO!FEST Year By Year
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Diversity and an inclusive 
approach are at the heart of 
the festival, and one of the 
aims of the event is to create 
an open space for civil society, 
cultural, and other organisations 
as well as our corporate partners 
to organise their own activities 
as part of the event.

YO!Fest 2015 was hosted 
together with the Millennium 
Youth Project Festival organised 
by the Commune of Ixelles and 
in a close cooperation with the 
European Youth Week activities 
of the European Commission.
http://www.
millenniumyouthproject.org/
http://europa.eu/youth/eyw

CREATION OF THE 
YO!Fest 20152)

Partners, member organisations  
and volunteers

The YO!Village became a 
shared open space, where 
national and international 
youth organisations as well 
as other civil society actors 
and cultural organisations 
engaged with young people 
and the wider public through 
interactive workshops and 
exciting activities. More than 40 
organisations were presented 
in the YO!Village which was 
organised jointly with the 
Millennium Youth Project Festival.

As in previous years, the success 
of the YO!Fest illustrated 
the positive contribution 
volunteering makes to society. 
20 enthusiastic volunteers from 
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Belgium and beyond worked 
closely with the organising 
team in order to successfully 
deliver the event to more 
than 7000 participants. The 
European Youth Forum is very 
thankful to all the volunteers 
who contributed to the creation 
of the event and - despite  
unpleasant weather conditions - 
made the festival happen. 

The event could not have 
happened without the support 
of its partners and the European 

Youth Forum warmly thanks all of 
them for the kind cooperation. 

YO!Fest Premium Partners – 
European Commission, Council 
of Europe, Interrail and Visit 
Brussels provided a crucial 
contribution to the event. Vital 
for the successful organisation 
of YO!Fest was also the close 
cooperation with the European 
Parliament and its Information 
Office in Belgium. 
Special thanks go also to MEPs 
Terry Reintke and Brando Benifei.

The Magic Mirrors tent 
and the Erasmus+ tent 
were the two main 
stages of the day 
programme.  
 
The debates and workshops 
took place from early morning 
providing the space for 
discussions and interaction 

Day programme3)

among young people, 
politicians, decision-makers 
as well as civil society and 
corporate representatives.  
 
A wide range of topics and 
ideas were shared in the 
informal setting encouraging 
the lively debates and active 
exchange of opinions among 
the participants.    
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YO!TALKS: YouthUP 

MAGIC MIRRORS

What turns young people into 
youth activists? What is the 
change that we should en-
courage to ensure more youth 
activism? The inaugural YO!talks 
highlighted five youth activists 
and explored their work and 

struggles and examined what 
inspired them. It was the launch 
event of the League of Young 
Voter’s campaign YouthUP! The 
five personal stories connected 
very well with the audience of 
young people in the spiegeltent 

and confirmed the importance 
of youth organisations and 
active citizenship opportunites 
for young people. The Youth 
Forum’s President Johanna 
Nyman, for example, explained 
how she learned team work 
through her time in Scout camp. 
Régis Pradal, a founder of In-
ternsGoPro, gave his experience 
of gathering exploited interns 
together to demand their rights. 
Nora Rathje, of European Alter-
natives, gave an insight into her 
organisation that tries to find 
alternative models for engag-

ing youth. One of the youngest 
MEPs from the European Parlia-
ment, Brando Benifei, recounted 
how he had grown up in one of 
the oldest villages in Italy. Lastly 
Léonore de Roquefeuil, of Voxe.
org, explained her frustration at 
traditional ways of doing pol-
itics and her fight to do things 
differently. YouthUP! is an open-
source campaign that will be 
launched in the coming months 
aimed at empowering and 
bringing together all initiatives 
for better youth political partici-
pation across Europe.

TA
LK

S
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Roundtable on Quality 
Jobs and Development:

The economic and financial crisis 
demonstrated the imperative to review our 
traditional model of society and growth. This 
roundtable aimed to give young people the 
opportunity to discuss what kind of economic 
development they would like to promote, 
based on quality jobs. Speakers were invited 
to discuss the link between quality jobs and 
economic development and demonstrate 
that quality jobs are not necessarily 
detrimental to economic development, 
despite what we often hear in public debate. 
Claire Courteille, Director of the ILO Brussels 
Office, and Alexandra Grolimund, from the 
Global Network for Rights and Development, 
insisted on the fact that quality jobs could 
even be drivers of sustainable economic 
development. According to the ILO, investing 
in quality jobs, reducing the employment 
of vulnerable people and tackling working 
poverty leads to higher economic growth. 
The objective of the YO!Fest and of this 
panel in particular was also to illustrate that 
‘development is about all of us’ and that 
young people can contribute themselves 
to a more sustainable and economic 
development. With this in mind, Jerome 
Herman, Director of Belgian cooperative 
Damnet, explained his decision to get 
involved in a cooperative, to contribute to an 
alternative model of development, based on 
quality jobs.



Organised by Cooperatives Europe

This debate presented the 
business models based on 
people participation, in 
particular cooperatives. 
Three entrepreneurs - Dann 
Creupelandt, Ecopower, Julia 
Schorestene – Coopaname and 

Enrico de Sanso – BeesCoop, 
shared their cooperative and 
discussed with the audience 
what participation means 
to them and how youth 
participation in business is 
important. 
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YO!DEBATE: Members, not only share-
holders! How cooperatives enhance 
youth participation 

HIGH LEVEL DEBATE:  
Youth and the City 

The YO!Fest’s high-level debate 
focused on youth participation, 
examining how young people 
can be empowered to actively 
shape their cities. Under the 
heading “Youth and the City”, 

mayors of past, present and 
future European Youth Capitals 
(EYCs) brought their experience 
of youth engagement alongside 
EU policymakers and youth 
representatives. 
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Speakers included: 

• Mayor Emil Boc - Cluj-Napoca, EYC 2015
• Joan Conca Domenech – Vice President, 

European Youth Forum
• Andras Farkas – Executive Director of Network 

of European Youth Capitals
• Terry Reintke – MEP, Co-Chair of the EP’s Youth 

Intergroup
• Mayor Ricardo Rio – Braga, EYC 2012
• Malcolm Byrne – Youth Spokesperson, Congress 

of Local & Regional Authorities (CoE)
• Eva Paunova – MEP, Co-Chair of the EP’s Youth 

Intergroup 
• Deputy-Mayor Ilda Curti – Torino, EYC 2010
• Bilyana Raeva – Varna, EYC 2017

Participants outlined innovative 
methods and strategies for better 
youth involvement, such as formal 
participatory budgeting: a process 
that gives young people power over 
what projects are funded with public 
resources. At its heart, the debate 
emphasised the important role of the 
City in enabling young people to act 
politically and the fact that Europe’s 
biggest problems (such as employment, 
education and the environment) are felt 
most strongly at the local level.  
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The evening programme started with a reception in 
the wonderful setting of the Magic Mirrors tent, which 
brought together young people, partner representatives, MEPs and 
other policy-makers from the youth sector including Commissioner Tibor 
Navracsics for informal networking.

evening programme4)

 
In his speech  

Mr. Navracsics called on 
young people to:

“Be visible! Have a voice in public 
affairs, participate in political 
processes and be involved in 

democratic society!” 

 
Johanna Nyman, the 

Youth Forum’s President said:

“I know if we cooperate, if we stick 
together, our voice will be very loud 

and together we can have a real 
impact on European society.”



In cooperation with Jeunesses 
Musicales, the Youth Forum 
continued the successful 
concept of the Emerging 
Bands Contest. This contest 
has now become a YO!Fest 
tradition, targeting young 
bands to provide them with 
the opportunity to play 
on a big stage and help 
them to start up and boost 
their careers in front of the 
international public. 

In 2015, the contest targeted 
Belgian musicians. Almost 
30 young bands and artists 
submitted their applications 
in response to the open call 
making the selection very 
difficult for the jury, which 
was made up of professionals 
from diverse backgrounds, all 
sharing a passion for music, 
from the Jeunesses Musicales 
International, Pure FM, Deezer 
Belgium, Ancienne Belgique, 
Live Europe, 22 tracks and the 
European Youth Forum.

Emerging Bands Contest
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The evening concerts were opened by 
Ulrike Lunacek, Vice-President of the 
European Parliament.



The 2015 winners were IDES MOON in the Indie/Alternative/Rock 
category and MAN ON FIRE & THE SOUL SOLDIERS in the Soul/Funk/
Jazz category.

Movits! is a Swedish band from 
Luleå. This truly creativev band 
plays an eclectic mix of jazz, 
swing, rap, beats and horn. Their 
debut album was released in 
November 2008.  
The name Movits! alludes to 
Fader Movitz, a character in 

Main concerts

the Epistles of Fredman by 
Swedish 18th-century poet and 
composer Carl Michael Bellman. 
In two albums, Movits! has taken 
their music from their small town 
to the whole world, singing 
exclusively in Swedish.
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IDES MOON

MAN ON FIRE & THE SOUL SOLDIERS MOVITS!



The artists Massilia Sound 
System have been playing for 
30 years, they are known for 
their Provençal hybrid version 
of reggae and raggamuffin 
with lyrics in French… and 
Occitan! Through their music 
and their political involvement, 
Massilia Sound System fight for 
a tolerant and open society 
inspired by the story of their 
city’s harbour, « Massilia » that 
has been welcoming the arrival 

of different cultures from the 
Mediterranean and beyond 
for more than 2600 years. In 
these troubled times, while 
the far right, xenophobia and 
extremism are rising across 
Europe, Massilia Sound System 
came to sing in Brussels to stand 
up against this hate-speech 
and remind us that we can live 
together in peace celebrating 
our differences!

What does it mean for you to be a committed artist? Would you 
make music if it was just about making music? 

To me, the most important thing is that people gather around music. 
And if we succeed in having them meditate and reflect, even 
better.

Tonight you will be playing in front of the democratic heart of the 
European Union, the European Parliament, how does it feel for you? 

Well, we could play anywhere, even inside the Parliament. 
Wherever we play, we say what we have to say and we sing for the 
people that everybody despises. We are the Parliament! 

Interview with Massilia Sound System



In 2014 you sang « Est tot Pagat » (Occitan expression meaning 
“Everything has been paid”) at the time when most European 
governments were calling on us to “tighten belts” and were 
implementing austerity policies. 

At the beginning, debt was an exotic issue that concerned 
third world countries. We were sensitised to it and took part in 
the artistic project “Drop the Debt”. Today we are the ones 
being exotic. 

This money we supposedly borrowed - we never saw! Our 
parents paid enough of their sweat, their blood and their misery 
to build the nations as they are today. We find it a bit much that 
they are asking money from people who don’t have any! They 
should stop bothering us with this money that was unduly given 
to us and the reimbursement of which helps financial powers to 
sit comfortably. 

We are here in the city - Brussels - where the decisions 

A long time ago you used to sing « Ma ville est malade », my city is 
sick. What does that song mean to you and does it still apply today?  

We wrote this song almost 30 years ago, after the regional elections 
where the National Front had been doing very well. Waking up 
thinking that one in three of our neighbours was a racist was really 
shocking! 

However, if the city is sick, it may be temporary, it can be cured. The 
sickness has now been ongoing for 30 years, and so we continue 
singing this song. We must continue giving energy to the people 
who are fighting against the values of the National Front. 

Marseille is a city of diversity where lots of cultures co-exist and they 
don’t want to wipe each other out. Today we have the misfortune 
to see corpses flooding our coasts. The emergence all over Europe 
of these ideas of exclusion are an aberration to us, both as people 
from Marseille and as members of mankind. 

oppressing the European people are taken: 
Portugal, Greece, Italy, and very soon us. We’ve 
had enough of this pseudo debt trumped up by 
a few technocrats who impose choices on us 
that lead to too many families living in misery. 

What message would you like to share among 
young Europeans today?

Be yourselves, fight each day for more freedom. Do 
not accept only being second-class citizens, claim 
your right to speak up! 
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YO!Fest IN NUMBERS5)

DAYS PEOPLE

7002010

2011

2012

2013

2014

10000

3000

8000

10000

YO!Numbers

YO!Fest over the years

YO!Facebook page

YO!Press

7000  
participants

4  
bands

3 
workshops

4 
debates

46  
stands

6  
live concerts  
and Dj sets

60 media pieces

4 radio appearances

3 tv interviews

31

likes  

3000 

reach 

296000 
views 

countries in 
europe  

and beyond  
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AEGEE-Europe - Association des États Généraux des Étudiants de l’Europe

Alliance of European Voluntary Service Organisations
Cafebabel
Commune d’Ixelles
Cooperatives Europe
EEE-YFU - European Educational Exchanges - Youth for Understanding
EPF - European Patients’ Forum
ESN - Erasmus Student Network
Eurodesk Brussels Link
European Commission
European Parliament
IDAHO Committee - International Day Against Homophobia Committee

IGLYO - International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer 
Youth and Student Organisation
Information Office of the European Parliament in Belgium
Interrail
JEF - Young European Federalists
JMI - Jeunesse Musicale International
MYP - Millennium Youth Project
SCI - Service Civil International
SHARE Federation Cluj-Napoca: European Youth Capital 2015
TEJO - World Esperanto Youth Organisation
The ONE Campaign
Visit Brussels
WOSM - World Organization of the Scout Movement
WAGGGS - World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts
YEU - Youth for Exchange and Understanding

The event is presented by

Together with In cooperation with

Our premium partners

Partners

www.yofest.eu
YOFest European Youth Forum

European Youth Forum

www.youthforum.org
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Become a YO!Fest  
partner in the eye 2016  

in Strasbourg

SHAPE THE PROGRAMME 
BRING A GROUP 
RECEIVE SUPPORT

Deadline for applications: 

September 4, 2015 

www.yofest.eu


